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GTAC Parliamentarian models our chapter car flags, which
are now part of our welcome package for VSUAA-GTAC
(NC) members.
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VSUAA-GTAC (NC) is conducting a friendly competition
between Durham area and Raleigh area members to see
which one can collect the most aluminum can tabs. Total
tabs will be combined for a fundraising activity prior to
donating the tabs to the Ronald McDonald House as an
outreach project.

VSUAA -GTAC (NC) CONDUCTS GRADUATION DRIVE-BY PARADE FOR VSU RECRUIT
On June 6, 2020, twenty members of the
chapter, along with ten other GTAC family
members, assembled and conducted a
surprise graduation drive-by parade for our
first chapter recruited student, Logan
Harper. The subdivision in which Logan lives
was suddenly taken over as the 18 vehicles,
adorning our chapter car flags, honked
horns throughout the subdivision as we
approached Logan’s house. Each vehicle
stopped in front of his house, offering
congratulations and presenting him with
cards, gifts, and a total of 44 balloons (20
orange balloons representing his high school
graduation year and 24 blue balloons,
representing the year he will graduate from
VSU). Incidentally, each balloon had money
in
it
prepared
by
our
chapter’s
Parliamentarian, Cicily Marsh. Member
Vivian Lewis made and presented orange and
blue face masks to each member, not only for
protection, but to heighten our Trojan Spirit.
As we passed in review, the huge Virginia
State University flag could be seen hanging
on the porch so proudly.
Chapter members participating in the
celebratory parade were: Timothy James;
Percell Anderson; Faye Watkins; Chiquita
Hicks Moore; Korean Underdue Bowman;Tia
Conner; Orlando Conner; Zatella Conner;
Anita Jackson; Cicily Marsh; Rhonda HolleyShanks;Sybil
Ingram-Henson;Deanna
Lewis;Vivian Lewis;Eric Owens; Edward
Busch; Mikela Dockery; Sherman Faison;
Geraldine Harris- Holloway; Dennis Snead.

Before a parade ...there"s preparation by VSUAAGTAC(NC) Parlamentarian Cicily Cicily G. Marsh
blowing 20 orange and 24 balloons.20 for the
year Logan finished high school 24 for the year
he will finish college. She also put money in each
balloon. The balloons were given to Logan as by
each chapter member as they drove by and
stopped at the graduation stage at his home.

VSUAA-GTAC(NC) makes that (V) State before
we begin the graduation parade for Logan.

Logan HARPER , our chapter’s recruit for VSU.

VSUAA-GTAC(NC)--------TROJAN PROUD------Take at look at those ORANGE and BLUE face
masks that our VIVIAN LEWIS fixed for all
Trojan parade participants. Timothy James’
orange truck provided the perfect backdrop for
our after parade group picture.

VSUAA-GTAC (NC) PARTICIPATES IN MEMBER’S
SURPRISE BIRTHDAY DRIVE-BY PARADE
On June 20, 2020, VSUAA-GTAC(NC) participated in VSUAA Life Member and GTAC
Member Vivian Lewis’ surprise birthday drive-by parade. Prior to the honoree’s arrival at
St. Joseph AME Church, Durham, NC, GTAC members: Faye Watkins; Anita Jackson, Sybil
Ingram- Henson; Chiquita Hicks Moore; Percell Anderson; Dennis Snead, along with
VIvian’s fellow church members, sorority sisters and other friends, assembled in the
church’s parking lot. Upon arriving at the church, Vivian’s husband chauffeured and
paraded an elated Vivian around the parking lot, as she waved at her guests. Afterwards,
all guests preceded in the drive-by parade toward and through the church’s porte cochere,
where Vivian and her family were stationed to receive birthday wishes and other expressions
for one we love so much.

